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About This Game

From Manifesto Game Studio, this version contains both Fruits Inc.1 and Fruits Inc.2!

About the game:

Fruits Inc stars Brooke, a young business student who suddenly gets the opportunity to work at her grandmother’s farm. While
there is only one mode with 45 levels, the game takes players into consideration who prefer a slower pace. It is possible to beat

any level in gold, silver or bronze time, but it is impossible to fail and finishing a level quicker does not give any specific
advantages for future levels.

Fruits inc.2:
Brooke and Luke finally got married, and now it's time to get back to work. The plan is to stop in all kinds of places and find

new partners to expand Fruits Inc. Their journey begins near their house and goes to the big city. To meet the demand for fruits
and related products they need to create sixty new farms with their business partners. Embark on this journey and help them

expand Fruits Inc beyond current limits. Be the great mind behind the most impressive fruit company in the history of mankind!

Features:
60 challenging levels that take you through the country

26 achievements and a trophy room where you can enjoy your accomplishments
4 fruits and 3 product varieties with customizable packaging and labels

5 beautiful sceneries with their own challenges
Gorgeous art with amazing illustrations
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The movement is extremely glitchy and half of the area you cannot even walk in. The hallways only let you walk on one side and
often times glitches you into the wall. It seems like it could be a good game but the coding of the movement makes it seem so
unrealistic when you cannot even walk down a hall way the way that you normally would. Its got potential but until they fix these
issues strongly advise against buying the game.. it's just crap. A casual sideshooter indeed (note the "story-driven" part, which is
a rarity in the genre, methinks) with a peculiar visual style and a storyline choke-full of references ("Roadhouse", anyone? No?
"American Psycho"? "Commando"? Jeez, these damn kids nowadays...). Also featuring: a de rigueur synthwave soundtrack. The
mechanics have their fair share of arcade beat'em up DNA, but with guns, which is a good thing IMO. Lots of weapons,
explosions, and snarky bosses, just like we used to have in The Good Old Days(tm).

I'm a simple man: gimme rocket launchers, demons and ninjas, action movie references, hipster-shooting, a synthwave
soundtrack, and I'll buy it. Now get off my lawn...
. HTC Vive Review: I thoroughly enjoyed this game and have played it twice now, The environments are great to explore and
their are a lot of coo-ki level designs through the whole game, The object is to gather Graphine to power your space ship so you
can leave orbit, The inhabitants have left their city and you are alone except for a voice in your ear, a mechanical Cheshire cat
and a few hinted characters from the original Alice. Mainly your progress is blocked by a variety of physical puzzles that will
even have you walking up walls and across the ceiling in giant city scapes, There are audio logs to find from the old inhabitants
of the city giving some story to the game, and playing cards to find as well.
The downside to all this for me is that you will never meet any other characters in the flesh and their are no cut scenes to wonder
at, There are parts in the game where you reach different transport but you don't get to see a cut scene or any real time travel,
just another loading screen. I wont say about the ending but as with a lot of the game it's a let down and I was hoping for a lot
more, It totally screams for a script writer to flesh out the story and give it some jazz, If it was not for the wondrous atmosphere
it would be a negative, but as it is I think it's worth $15 for a rather cool experience and a trip to another planet.. Very
wholesome game would buy at full price again
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MOREEE STORIEEEESSSS PWEASEEEE. WMD's killed the game for me.

Tired of the enemy Nukeing me just because they suck. This game is AMAZING!!!

Pros:
Super friendly community
great graphics
season rankings
You don't have to play ranked matches
completely customizable spell loadouts
Diverse character outfits and accessories
new content updates

Cons:
Minor bugs
Since it's new on steam, slighty longer waiting times for a match during certain hours.

I highly reccommend this if you like magic-type vr games.. BIG ISLAND MIKE!!!!! Most people who play nancy drew know
and love this guy. There is so much to do on the island thanks to him. Especially since frassing is sooooooooooooooooo boring. I
wish this game had limited the amount of frassing, because honestly I just cheated and used a walkthrough. Oh well, it's still
beautiful and relaxing alternative for those of us who can't afford a vacation.. Well as a beginning it's fine. Picks up where the
last game left off but it's just too darn short! These episodes are feeling kinda money gouging of the fandom and that's a
worrying sign. I'd be patient and wait for an entire third game that doesn't get completed in 30 minutes.. i really like this game it
is fun. I hope there is future updates. 12/10 would take screens with spacebar again. For my lovely waifus!
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